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Cast 
 
 

Chris Allen……………………………………………………………...….. Employee 
Maggie Basuino………………………………………….BB Toss Lady, Featured Kid 
Henry Beversluis……………………………………………………………….. Kid 1 
Riley Boozer…………………………………………………………… Lipton, Parent 
Brownyn Boris………………………………………………………….. Featured Kid 
Emma Ceraulo…………………………………………………… Kid 9, Featured Kid 
Mahnoor Chaudhary……………………………………………………. Featured Kid 
Nathan Chen……………………………………………………………………. Willie 
Charlie Douglas…………………………………………………………. Featured Kid 
Katie Echols……………………………………………………………………...Josh 
Kayla Fiore………………………………………………………………… Macmillan 
Mackenzie Fiore………………………………………………………………… Kid 8 
Mackenna Fischer……………………………………………………………Parent 1 
Cassidy Fitzgerald………………………..……. Arcade Attendant, Employee, Parent 
Anna Folger……………………………………………………………………. Zoltar 
Billy Folger…………………………………………………………………Mr. Baskin 
Cameron Glynn…………………………………………………………...Young Josh 
Fiona Halter……………………………………………………………………...Kid 2 
Keira Hoey……………………………………………………… Salesperson, Parent 
Kylie Hoey……………………………………………………………………… Kid 4 
Brynne Hofmann…………………………………………….……. Young Susan, Kid 
Isabel Hofmann……………………………….………Toy Soldier, Employee, Parent 
Emily Homer…….……………………………………………………………...Susan 
Sean Johnston……………………………..………...Ticket Taker, Parent, Employee 
Hailey Kaplan…………………………………………………………………Parent 2 
Grayson Kelly……………………………………………...……...Parent 3, Employee 
Dylin Kervel………………………………………………………………. Toy Soldier 
Lucas Koehler………………………………………………………Employee, Parent 
Diya Kothari………………………………………………………………... Employee 
Hannah Krueger…………………………………………………………………Kid 3 
Nate Latham……………………………………………………….. Employee, Parent 
Andi Lerner……………………………………..……. Toy Soldier, Employee, Parent 
Artemis Levy Collins…………………………………………………….. Mrs. Baskin 
Sophia Loewenthal…………………………...………………. Toy Soldier, Employee 
Olivia Maver…………………………………………………………………….. Kid 5 
Julianna Mayer…………………………………………………………. Panhandler 1 
Taylor Mingoia…………………………………...…………. Panhandler 2, Employee 
Jordan Mirrione……………………………………………………………… Merrick 
Gavin More………………………………………………………... Employee, Parent 
Rebecca Noriega……………………………………….. PA Announcer, Featured Kid 
Molly O'Grady……………………………………………………………Featured Kid 
Hanna Pearce…………………………………………………………… Paul, Parent 
Taylor Piazza………………………………….…………....Birnbaum's Daughter, Kid 
Lilah Prevost……………………………………………………………………. Kid 6 

 

 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Cast (continued) 
 
 Will Prevost……………………………………………………… Derek, Featured Kid 

Maddie Reynolds…………………………………………………………... Birnbaum 
Harper Richer……………………………………..……………………... Cynthia, Kid 
Sophia Rodkin……………………………………………...……. Parent 6, Employee 
Sofía Sánchez ………………..……...………………………. Toy Soldier, Employee 
CJ Strauss………………………………………………..……... Parent 4, Employee 
Lexi Strauss……………………………………………………………...Featured Kid 
Grace Sweeney………………………………………………………… Miss Watson 
Margaret Tavis……………………………..………… Toy Soldier, Parent, Employee  
Zoe Turner……………………………………………………………………… Kid 7 
Molly Van Ostenbridge…………………………………………………… Toy Soldier 
Marianne Vasquez………………………………………………………………. Billy 
Adelaide Yurcisin……………………………………..…………  Parent 5, Employee 
Lily Zito…………………………………………………………………. Featured Kid 

Musical Numbers 
 

Overture / Can’t Wait 
Talk to Her / Carnival / Zoltar Speaks 

This Isn’t Me 
You’re A Big Boy Now 

The Time of Your Life / Fun 
Fun (Reprise) 

Welcome to Macmillan Toys—Part 1 
Welcome to Macmillan Toy—Part 2 

Stars 
Dancing All the Time 

Welcome to Macmillan Toys—Part 3 
Cross the Line 

It’s Time 
Stop, Time 

The Nightmare 
I Want to Know 

Welcome to Macmillan Toys—Part 4 
Coffee, Black 

When You’re Big 
Finale 

 



 

 
 

      
      

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Who’s Who in the Cast and Crew? 
 
 

Chris Allen (Employee) is excited to be part of BIG the Musical.  Chris is 10 years 
old and recently performed in "A Christmas Carol" and starred as Kristoff from 
"Frozen Jr."  He dedicates his performance to the Adults in his life - his mom, dad, 
grandma, grandpa & Gigi. 
 
Maggie Basuino (Bean Bag Toss Lady, Featured Kid) is excited to return for a 
second year of Play Theater. Last summer she starred as Young Anna in Frozen 
Jr. She has also performed in Big Fish, 101 Dalmatians as well as 3 McGinn Variety 
Shows. Maggie is thrilled by all the support from her family and friends. 
 
Henry Beversluis (Kid 1) is excited to make his Play Theater debut in Big the 
Musical.  He is nine years old and has previously performed in S.T.A.R.S. Theatre’s 
productions of Frozen, Jr. (King Agnarr), 101 Dalmatians Kids (Pongo), The Lion 
King Jr. (Timon), Aladdin (Villager) and Shrek Jr. (Baby Shrek/Grumpy).  He thanks 
his parents for everything. 
 
Riley Boozer (Lipton, Parent) will be playing Lipton and a parent. Riley has been 
involved in Play Theater since Kindergarten. She has taken classes as well as 
performed in Cats, Tarzan, Big Fish and Kid’s Cabaret. She is a member of the 
chorus and will perform in Shrek with The TMS Players. 
 
Bronwyn Boris (Featured Kid) is excited to be performing in Big the Musical as a 
Kid. Bronwyn is 9 years old and has performed in local productions of Moana, Jr 
as Tomatoa, Frozen Jr as Housekeeper, and 101 Dalmatians Jr as Lucky. She is 
also on the YMCA gymnastics team. Bronwyn dedicates her performance to her 
family. 
 
Emma Ceraulo (Kid 9, Featured Kid) is so excited to be performing in Big the 
Musical as Kid #9. She has also performed in Frozen Jr. as the Handmaiden and 
Coronation Guest. Emma loves to play soccer and basketball. She dedicates this 
performance to her family and friends! 
 
Mahnoor Chaudhary (Featured Kid) is 11 years old and is excited to be performing 
in Big. This is Mahnoor’s first year doing theater and she will be featured as a kid. 
Mahnoor loves to act and draw and would like to dedicate her performance to her 
mom and dad. 
 
Nathan Chen (Willie) is very excited to be playing the part of Willie! Nathan is nine 
years old and previously played The Caterpillar in “Alice in Wonderland Jr” and was 
in the ensemble of “Big Fish”. He loves rollerblading, biking, and learning about 
cars. Nathan’s family is so proud of him! 
 
Charlie Douglas (Featured Kid) marks his debut with Play Theater in Big. He has 
also performed in Stars Theatre’s production of “Frozen Jr”. Charlie is a student at 

 

 
 

      
      
      

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Who’s Who in the Cast and Crew? 
 
 Broadway Dance Theatre, Theatrical Artist’s Prep and Center Stage Music Studio. 

Charlie would like to dedicate his performance to Andy. 
 
Katie Echols (Josh) is thrilled to be Josh in Big. Kate thanks Ms. Amy for the 
numerous opportunities she has cast her in:  Edward Bloom, cabaret performance 
troupe, Rum Tum Tugger, to name a few. Some favorite roles include ‘Son’ in Trail 
to Oregon, ‘Daniela’ in In the Heights, ‘The Witch’ in Into the Woods. Huge thank 
you to All Saints Church for providing us children a space to express ourselves! 
 
Amy Fiore (Director) This is the 6th mainstage production and 8th year of Play 
Theater! Miss Amy has proudly watched so many children grow through the 
musicals, classes and Cabaret program and continues to love every second of it. 
Congrats and thanks to everyone involved!! 
 
Kayla Fiore (Macmillan) is thrilled to be playing Macmillan in "Big", her 6th Play 
Theater show! She has been acting since the age of 4 and has been cast in 18 
musicals. Last summer, Kayla played the role of Vanessa in “In The Heights” and 
helped co-direct "In The Heights" and "Frozen, JR.” This Spring she will be playing 
Pinocchio in Terrill Middle School's production of "Shrek, JR." Kayla would like to 
thank her mom/director, her dad, her sister Mackenzie, and her friends and 
extended family for all their love and support! 
 
Mackenzie Fiore (Kid 8) is thrilled to be playing Kid #8 in "Big", her 3rd  Play 
Theater show! She was last seen as Middle Elsa in the S.T.A.R.S. Theatre 
production of “Frozen, JR.”  Mackenzie enjoys gymnastics and is on the C Team 
at the Fanwood-Scotch Plains YMCA and is a competitive cheerleader for the Clark 
Crusaders.  She would like to thank her mom/director, her dad, her sister Kayla, 
and her friends and extended family for all their love and support. 
 
Mackenna Fischer (Parent 1) is excited to show her responsible side as a parent 
in PLAY Theater’s production of "BIG the Musical" after “Letting It Go” as Elsa in 
S.T.A.R.S. Theatre’s "Frozen, JR" this summer.  Mackenna would like to dedicate 
this performance to her family and dog, Scout. 
 
Cassidy Fitzgerald (Arcade Attendant, Employee, Parent) is excited to be in her 
second Play Theater performance! Although she has only had limited acting 
experience, she enjoys being on stage! She would like to thank her family for 
supporting her. 
 
Anna Folger (Zoltar) makes her theater debut in Big. Anna is playing the role of 
Zoltar and was excited to join her brother as part of the cast after watching him on 
stage for many years. She is an 8-year-old second grader at McGinn School. She’s 
had a great time being part of this musical. She would like to thank Miss Amy for 
all her help. She would also like to thank her parents for their love and support. 
  



 

 
 

      
      
      

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Who’s Who in the Cast and Crew? 
 
 Billy Folger (Mr. Baskin) marks his fifth play with Play Theater in Big. Billy, who is 

playing the role of Mr. Baskin, is a 7th grader at Terrill Middle School. In addition 
to acting, he enjoys playing video games, playing baseball and basketball, and 
watching sporting events. Billy enjoyed having his sister, Anna, join him in Play 
Theater this year. Billy hopes the cast will break a leg. After the show, he’s looking 
forward to watching the Super Bowl. 
 
Cameron Glynn (Young Josh) is 9 years old and is excited to make his debut as 
Little Josh in the musical, Big. While he is not practicing theatre, Cameron enjoys 
playing tennis, golf, and making contraptions. He dedicates this performance to 
his mom because she helped him with his songs. 
 
Samantha Hagopian (Stage Manager) has been involved in Play Theater since the 
third grade. She is in the eighth grade and hopes to help in Repertory Theater 
stage productions when she attends SPFHS in the fall.  She has been involved in 
many Play Theater productions that include: Everything About School Almost, How 
to Eat Like a Child, Cats, and Tarzan. Samantha also helped stage manage Big Fish 
and Disney D-list. Samantha would like to thank her family and Ms. Amy for all 
their support, wisdom, and encouragement. 
 
Fiona Halter (Kid 2) appeared last year in Big Fish as Alabama Lamb/Local Kid. 
Her favorite roles include Olaf in Frozen Jr, Small Alice in Alice in Wonderland, and 
Chihuahua Narrator in 101 Dalmatians. She is in third grade and loves dancing, 
singing and making slime videos. 
 
Keira Hoey (Salesperson, Parent) is excited to be performing in BIG the Musical! 
Keira is in 6th grade and has performed in a variety of Play Theater and S.T.A.R.S. 
Theatre musicals. She also enjoys singing, cheerleading, and playing the piano & 
flute. Thank you to her friends and family for their support. 
 
Kylie Hoey (Kid 4) is excited to be performing in BIG the Musical! Kylie is in 4th 
grade and has performed in a variety of Play Theater and S.T.A.R.S. Theatre 
musicals. She also enjoys singing, cheerleading, and playing the piano & flute. 
Thank you to her friends and family for their support. 
 
Brynne Lou Hofmann (Young Susan, Kid) marks her first year with Play Theater 
and she is having a great time with the cast of Big!  Brynne is 7 years old and her 
previous performances include solos at Stagecraft Spectacular and School One 
Variety shows. She dedicates this performance to her sweet puppy, Duke! 
 
Isabel Hofmann (Toy Soldier, Parent, Employee) has been doing theater since she 
was in kindergarten. Now at 10 years old, she is very excited about being in BIG! 
Some of her experience includes talent shows at School One elementary, S.T.A.R.S 
Theatre and one previous show in Play Theater.  Isabel dedicates her performance 
to her family and friends. 
 

 

 
 

      
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Who’s Who in the Cast and Crew? 
 
 Emily Homer (Susan) is 14 years old and this is her 6th show with Play Theater. 

She is a freshman in high school and is involved with the women’s choir “Las 
Cantadoras”. She loves singing and acting as this is her 15th show. She is thrilled 
to be playing Susan and would like to thank her family and friends for all of their 
support! 
 
Sean Johnston (Ticket Taker, Parent, Employee) is a 13-year old who attends the 
7th grade at Park Middle School.  He joined the Play Theater crew in 2016, 
performing in “How to Eat Like a Child", “CATS”, “Tarzan” and “Big Fish”.  Sean 
has also performed in the musicals put on by Park Middle School for the past 2 
years. He loves to play the guitar and plays the drums for the school band. Sean 
is also a member of the Park Middle School Blue Notes Chorus. 
 
Hailey Skye Kaplan (Parent 2) is excited to play the role of Parent in BIG!  Hailey 
has been involved in theater for seven years and each year is more exciting than 
the last. Hailey also enjoys dancing and swimming. Hailey would like to thank her 
family and friends for their support! 
 
Grayson Kelly (Parent 3, Employee) is thrilled to be part of her 3rd PLAY Theatre 
Production, having previously been in Big Fish (Little Edward Bloom) and Tarzan 
(Jane).  Grayson has also performed locally with STARS (In The Heights, Newsies 
& Seussical), and in productions at Camp Emerson in Hinsdale, Massachusetts 
(Timon - Lion King, Lucy  - You're A Good Man Charlie Brown). 
 
Dylin Kervel (Toy Soldier) is 11 years old and this is her third production with Play 
Theatre. This past summer Dylin entertained local establishments as a member of 
Play Theater’s Kid Cabaret.  Dylin has also been a part of several local and school 
productions since she was 7 years old.  When she’s not on stage, she loves song 
writing, playing soccer, dancing and cheerleading. Dylin would like to thank her 
parents for all their love and support. 
 
Lucas Koehler (Employee, Parent) makes his first performance with Play Theater 
and he is excited to play both a parent and employee. This summer, Lucas played 
Kristoff in the S.T.A.R.S Theater production of Frozen. Lucas enjoys playing the 
piano and soccer. He wants to thank his family and of course his cats for all their 
love and support. 
 
Diya Kothari (Employee, Parent) is 9 years old and is excited to perform in her 
first Play Theater Musical.  She has participated in Wizard of Oz, Lion King, and 
Willy Wonka in her school! She is a black belt in Tae Kwon Do and plays lacrosse. 
 
Hannah Krueger (Kid 3) is eight years old and has been in 4 shows. Her favorite 
roles include Young Anna (Frozen Jr.) and Mermaid (Big Fish). Hannah is currently  
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Who’s Who in the Cast and Crew? 
 
 learning to play piano and loves to read. She would like to thank her family for 

supporting her theatrical journey! 
 
Nate Latham (Employee, Parent) is excited to be part of Play Theater's production 
of "Big".  Nate is 10 years old and performed as Chief Tui in a production of 
"Moana" last summer.  Nate loves watching Marvel movies, doing Legos, playing 
Xbox, and spending time with friends. He dedicates his performance to his sister, 
Madelyn, and his parents. 
 
Andrea Lerner (Toy Soldier, Employee, Parent) is thrilled for her Play Theater 
debut!  Andrea has performed locally in Annie, Shrek, Peter Pan, Alladin, and the 
Jungle Book as well as in Long Lake Camp productions of Young Frankenstein, 
Les Mis and the Addams Family.  Andrea also loves to play soccer!  Thanks to her 
family! 
 
Artemis Levy Collins (Mrs. Baskin) has been doing theatre almost all her life, her 
first play being when she was 2 1/2. She is now playing Mrs. Baskin and is very 
happy to be doing so. She is 13 years old and enjoys playing basketball, 
photography and photoshop. Artemis dedicates this performance to her family. 
 
Sophia Loewenthal (Toy Soldier, Employee) took the stage for the first time in 
Play Theater’s Improv class. Last year, Sophia was in her first musical-Big Fish. 
Sophia plays soccer and the saxophone. She would like to thank her mom, dad 
and sister Jessica. She’d also like to thank Amy for making all this possible. 
 
Olivia Maver (Kid 5) is excited to be a part of Big The Musical as one of the kids! 
Olivia is a fourth grader at Evergreen and has enjoyed playing roles in Play 
Theater’s Big Fish as well as Frozen and 101 Dalmatians for Stars Theatre. She 
also enjoys gymnastics and swimming. Olivia dedicates her performance to her 
friends and family. 
 
Julianna C. Mayer (Panhandler 1) is very excited to be in her sixth Play Theater 
Production.  She has taken drama classes at Wharton Music Center and has 
worked in the Stage Crew for SPFHS's production of A Midsummer Night's Dream.  
When she is not acting, Julianna keeps busy on her swim team.  She would like to 
thank her family for her accomplishments.   Good luck to the cast and crew! 
 
Taylor Joy Mingoia (Panhandler 2, Employee) is excited to play several roles in 
BIG:  A Parent, Employee and her favorite, a Panhandler!  She enjoys making the 
audience laugh and acting crazy on stage.  She is in the 6th grade and loves 
theater, gymnastics, science, Girl Scouts and hanging out with her family and 
friends.  This will be the 9th play that she has performed in between Play Theater 
and the S.T.A.R.S. program. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

      
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Who’s Who in the Cast and Crew? 
 
 Jordan Mirrione (Merrick) is thrilled to be performing in Big the Musical as 

Merrick! Jordan has performed for 3 years in shows like “In the Heights” and 
“Tarzan”. Jordan spends his time filming and editing on his own and for the 
morning announcements at his school. Jordan would like to thank his dad and 
Juju. 
 
Gavin More (Employee, Parent) is thrilled to be returning to Play Theater in this 
year's production of Big! Gavin, a 5th grader at Terrill Middle School, performed in 
last year's production of Big Fish. He enjoys making TikTok's, performing and all 
things Star Wars. Gavin thanks family and dedicates his performance to them. 
 
Abby Noriega (Assistant Choreographer) is super excited to be able to assist with 
the choreography for Big this year. This is the first Play Theater musical she will 
not be performing in, but she wants to wish her sisters and friends a great 
performance. Break a Leg! 
 
Emma Noriega (Assistant Choreographer) is a 15-year-old freshman at the SPF 
High School. She is happy to be helping out with another one of Play Theater's 
fantastic shows. She has assisted with many aspects of the show including 
choreography and costumes. She is excited to watch her friends shine on stage. 
 
Rebecca Noriega (PA Announcer, Featured Kid) is 10 years old and she is very 
excited to be playing the role of PA Announcer/Featured Kid in Big. This is her sixth 
musical and she has enjoyed each and every show. Becca loves to act, dance and 
sing.  We are all so very proud of her. 
 
Molly O’Grady (Featured Kid) is a 3rd grader at McGinn elementary school. 
Previous credits include Big Fish (circus hand), Frozen, Jr. (steward), 101 
Dalmatians (Penny), and The Lion King Kids (field mouse). Molly is also a 
competitive Irish dancer and a member of the YMCA gymnastics pre-team. Love 
to Mom, Dad and Brynn! 
 
Hanna Pearce (Paul, Parent) is delighted to be joining Play Theater for the sixth 
time. Hanna loves everything theater! Over the last few years she has been in Once 
on this Island, Big Fish, Tarzan and The Music Man. Hanna is in seventh grade and 
when she is not performing, she enjoys reading and jujitsu. 
 
Taylor Piazza (Birnbaum’s Daughter, Kid) is cast as Birnbaum's daughter and kids 
in BIG.  Previously, she performed as Middle Anna and Coronation Guest in Frozen.  
Her first role as Overexcited Scout, local kids and circus hand were in Big Fish.  
Taylor is in the fifth grade at Terrill and enjoys swimming and cheer. 
 
Lilah Prevost (Kid 6) is so excited to be performing in Play Theater's, Big the 
Musical. Lilah is 7 years old and is in second grade at McGinn Elementary. She 
loves the stage, as she's performed for 3 years at her school's variety shows and  
 



 

 
 

 
  

Who’s Who in the Cast and Crew? 
 
 her dance school's Nutcracker and Summer Recital performances. Love you 

family, to the moon and back! 
 
Will Prevost (Derek) is excited for this year's production of BIG as the character 
Derek. Will has been in other plays such as "Big Fish", "Aladdin" and" Shrek the 
Musical". Outside of theater, he enjoys tennis and swimming. Will dedicates his 
performance to his friends and family. 
 
Maddie Reynolds (Birnbaum) is so excited to be performing in her first production 
with Play Theater as Birnbaum in BIG! Maddy is 12 years old and enjoys singing 
and hanging out with her friends. In May, Maddy will also be appearing as "Babkak" 
in the Cambridge School production of Aladdin at the Stuart Country Day School 
in Princeton. Maddy would like to thank her friends and family for their support, 
as well as everyone in this fantastic production. It's time!!!! 
 
Harper Tilly Richer (Cynthia, Kid) is over the moon about her performance as 
Cynthia Benson and a Kid in this year’s Play Theater production of Big! In addition 
to acting and singing, Harper is also a travel soccer player as well as a dancer for 
Dance 2000. Big is Harper’s 3rd onstage performance, as she was also a part of 
Big Fish and the Stars production of Frozen Jr. Harper would like to dedicate her 
performance to all of her hard-working cast mates, Ms. Amy, as well as her family 
and friends! 
 
Sophia Rodkin (Parent 6, Employee) is excited to be performing in Big the Musical 
as Parent #6 and Employee! Sophia is in 6th grade at Roosevelt Intermediate 
School and has performed in many musicals and theater classes and loves singing, 
dancing and acting.  In her free time, she also likes to play piano, tennis, compete 
on her swim team, read and write songs.   
 
Sofía Sánchez (Toy Soldier, Employee) is excited to perform in this year’s 
production of Big in the roles of an adult, toy soldier and employee. Sofía is 11 
years old and has been previously in the production of Big Fish where she played 
the role of the witch, townsfolk and a soldier. Sofía has been dancing for over six 
years and loves to draw and act. Sofía dedicates her performance to her Mom, 
Dad and brother Nicholas. Catch Sofia in the upcoming musical Shrek Jr. at Terrill 
Middle School! 
 
CJ Strauss (Parent 4, Employee) is a 6th Grader at Roosevelt Intermediate School 
in Westfield. When she not performing, CJ enjoys listening to the Hamilton 
soundtrack, reading, puzzles, and watching sports on TV.  Big is CJ’s third show 
with Play Theater. CJ would like to thank her parents, her sister, Miss Amy and the 
entire cast of Big! 
 
 

 

 
 

CJ Strauss (Parent 4) is a 6th Grader at Roosevelt 
Intermediate School in Westfield. When she not 
performing, CJ enjoys listening to the Hamilton 

soundtrack, reading, puzzles, and watching sports on 
TV.  Big is CJ’s third show with Play Theater. CJ 

would like to thank her parents, her sister, Miss Amy 
and the entire cast of Big! 

Who’s Who in the Cast and Crew? 
 
 Lexi Strauss (Featured Kid) is so happy to be in her first Play Theater Production!  

She is a third grader at Washington School in Westfield.  Her hobbies include 
playing soccer, reading, and playing with her American Girl dolls.  Many thanks to 
Miss Amy, her sister CJ who is in the play as Parent #4, and her dogs Saratoga 
and Lincoln for all supporting her in Big! 
 
Grace Sweeney (Miss Watson) is so excited to be in Big as Miss Watson. 
Previously Grace could be seen as Old Sandra(Big Fish) or as Camilla (In The 
Heights) Apart from acting Grace dances at Y’vonnes school of dance in Edison. 
Grace wants to thank the cast, and crew for making this a great experience. 
 
Margaret Tavis (Toy Soldier, Parent, Employee) is so happy to perform in her 
second Play Theater production! Margaret is ten years old and was most recently 
seen as Alice in A Christmas Carol and in school and local reviews. She loves to 
play piano and write songs. Margaret dedicates her performance to her family. 
 
Zoe Turner (Kid 7) attends School One and has been in 5 shows. Her favorite role 
has been the Duke of Weselton in Frozen Jr. She would like to thank her family 
and Ms. Amy for their support. 
 
Molly Van Ostenbridge (Toy Soldier), age 11, marks her 2nd year as part of Play 
Theater and really enjoys being a toy soldier! She has played in 3 other productions 
that include Mary Poppins, Big Fish, and The Addams Family. Molly enjoys playing 
lacrosse and thanks her family for supporting her. 
 
Marianne Vasquez (Billy) is Billy in "BIG the musical". She was Elsa in Frozen, and 
also played roles in Big Fish, Tarzan, Elf and the play “On Borrowed Time”. She is 
the voice of a cartoon character on Nick Jr., recording songs in English and 
Spanish.  She dedicates this to her family. 
 
Adelaide Yurcisin (Parent 5, Employee) is excited about her first performance with 
Play Theater! Addie is 10 years old and has been an actor for the last 4 years in 
local theater in Cranford. She is performing as a mother and employee in "Big" and 
is so excited to be in the stage adaptation of her favorite movie! Outside of theater, 
Addie enjoy softball and hanging out with her family, friends, and new puppy. Addie 
dedicates this performance to her family. 
 
Lily Zito (Featured Kid, Kid) is Featured Kid and Kid in Big.  Previously, she danced 
her way through Frozen as Hidden Folk.  She appeared as a Puppy in 101 
Dalmatians and performed as cheerleader, local kid and Scout in Big Fish.   She is 
excited to share the stage with her cousin and sister. 


